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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As suspected, SARS-CoV-2 continues to mutate. This was entirely expected and predicted, as

vaccinating against any highly mutable virus, such as the coronavirus, pressures the virus to adapt.

One of the latest variants, BA.5 — now believed to be the cause of nearly all COVID infections — is

tied with measles in terms of its infectiousness and transmissibility.  That makes it the most

infectious of all SARS-CoV-2 variants,  and one of the most infectious viruses known to man.

Fortunately, it's also considerably less deadly than the original Wuhan strain. According to a July 5,

2022, Deadline report:

"BA.5 was *rst identi*ed in South Africa on February 26. Less than a month ago, on June 4,

it only accounted for 9.6% of cases in the U.S., while predecessor BA.2.12.1 sat atop the

heap at 62%.

Today, the CDC [U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention] estimates the subvarient

is responsible for about 54% of new cases here. That's double BA.2.12.1, which now

accounts for 27% of infections. BA.5's rise also leaves sister subvariant BA.4 in the dust at

16%. It's a faster ascension than that of any other variant over the course of the

pandemic ...

One reason BA.5 is so dominant is that it seems to be more transmissible than even

BA.2.12.1 ... 'The Omicron sub-variant BA.5 is the worst version of the virus that we've

seen,' said Eric Topal, who is Founder and Director of the Scripps Research Translational

Institute, Professor of Molecular Medicine and Executive Vice-President of Scripps

Research, in a substack post  last week.

'It takes immune escape, already extensive, to the next level, and, as a function of that,

enhanced transmissibility, well beyond Omicron (BA.1) and other Omicron family variants

that we've seen.'

In other words, BA.5 is much better at evading the immunity provided by vaccines and

especially good at dodging the immunity conferred by previous infection. "

BA.5 Circumvents Previous Defenses

Even if you've had COVID before, got the jab and all your boosters, and even if you have hybrid

immunity (meaning you've had both past infection and the COVID jab), chances are you'll probably

catch BA.5, as it seems particularly adept at circumventing all previous defenses.

This immune-evading ability is likely an outgrowth of mass injection, as vaccinating a population

during an acute outbreak pressures the virus to mutate more rapidly. The image below, from Topol's

Substack article,  illustrates the genetic distance between BA.5 and previous strains.

Genetic Distance of SARS-CoV-2 Variants

This scenario was predicted even before the mass injection campaign began, but no one in a

position to make decisions paid any attention to reason. So, here we are.

What remains to be seen is whether BA.5 will cause worse or milder infection than Omicron, which

was on par with the common cold. The problem we have is that governments around the world have

done a spectacularly good job of undermining good data collection and reporting, so it's extremely

diTcult at this point to tease out what's really going on in the real world.

For example, in the U.S., COVID cases are at an "all-time low," Dr. Michael Mina, an epidemiologist

and chief science oTcer at telehealth company eMed told CNN, July 11, 2022.  However, that same

day, NPR reported  that BA.5 was "driving up cases and reinfections" in the U.S. So, which is it?

Europe, meanwhile, is reporting a sharp rise in both cases and hospitalizations.  Keep in mind that

"cases" simply refer to positive PCR tests, which are unreliable at best, as they cannot identify

active infections, and COVID hospitalizations are frequently patients who are hospitalized for other

conditions and just happen to test positive for COVID.

The only experimental study  we have for BA.5 so far suggests the virus replicates more eTciently

in human lung cell cultures than the Omicron subvariant BA.2, and infection experiments on

hamsters suggest it may cause more severe infection than BA.2. That said, there's really no

evidence to suggest BA.5 is deadlier than any previous version.

BA.5 Triggers Calls for More Boosters

Despite the fact that BA.5 was a predicted outgrowth of pressure from mass "vaccination,"

governments around the world are doubling down on the failed strategy of boosters. As reported by

Time magazine, July 11, 2022:

"European regulators are urging second booster doses of COVID-19 vaccines for people

over 60 years old as cases and hospitalizations are again rising sharply ... Weekly case

rates among people age 65 and over increased 32% in 22 of the 24 reporting countries in

the week ending July 3 compared to the previous week ...

The [European Medicines] agency said that, at present, there is no clear evidence to

support giving a second booster to people under 60 who are not at higher risk of severe

disease ...

Separately, EMA Executive Director Emer Cooke said work is under way toward possible

approval of vaccines adapted to counter newer variants in September."

Two days later, July 13, 2022, the Biden administration followed suit, announcing all adults,

including those under 50, will be eligible for a second booster this fall, to quell worries about

waning immunity. The announcement came just one week after Biden signed a $3.2 billion

agreement with Pbzer for 105 million doses that will target Omicron subvariants BA.4 and BA.5.

BA.5 May Soon Be Old News

Interestingly, as rapidly as BA.5 took over the world, it's already on pace to be replaced by another

strain with the designation BA.2.75. In a second July 11, 2022, article, Time reported:

"The quickly changing coronavirus has spawned yet another super contagious Omicron

mutant ... BA.2.75 ... may be able to spread rapidly and get around immunity from vaccines

and previous infection.

It's unclear whether it could cause more serious disease than other Omicron variants,

including the globally prominent BA.5 ... Fueling experts' concerns are a large number of

mutations separating this new variant from Omicron predecessors.

Some of those mutations are in areas that relate to the spike protein and could allow the

virus to bind onto cells more ebciently, [director of clinical virology at the Mayo Clinic,

Matthew] Binnicker said.

Another concern is that the genetic tweaks may make it easier for the virus to skirt past

antibodies — protective proteins made by the body in response to a vaccine or infection

from an earlier variant."

Reinfection Is the New Club With Which They'll Beat Us Down

As discussed in "Omicron Variant and Vaccine Resistance," Omicron initially arose in "fully

vaccinated" patients, raising suspicions that the mass vaccination campaign itself was driving the

rapid mutation of the virus.

A problem we now face is that these newer strains all appear to be able to break through both

natural and artibcial defenses, i.e., both natural immunity and COVID jab-related antibodies,

resulting in repeat infections.

By that I don't mean we're facing reinfection with a dangerous virus. That's not the case. We're

essentially looking at endemics of something similar to the common cold; the main difference

being that it's no longer seasonal.

No, the real problem is that authorities are responding to COVID as if it was a deadly plague, and

are using what are essentially cold symptoms to lock down economies and strip people of their

rights and freedoms, over and over again.

“ Newer variants, such as BA.5 and BA.2.75, have
all developed ways to circumvent our immune
defenses, including natural immunity, and this
unfortunate and largely manmade circumstance
now provides the fearmongerers with fresh
fodder.”

That reinfection with SARS-CoV-2 is possible isn't really a great surprise. The coronavirus, after all,

is the virus responsible for the common cold, and throughout history, there have been people who

have succumbed to more than one cold episode in a given year.

What's surprising is that governments are willing to destroy economies, the education of children,

mental health and the very notion of democracy over endemic cold symptoms. Unless run by

clinically insane individuals and/or hypochondriacs, no government would do such a thing.

Assuming world leaders are free of such diagnoses, the fact that they're doing these things

suggests there's an entirely different reason behind their actions. COVID just happens to be the only

excuse available, so they have no choice but to milk it for all it's worth, even if it makes no sense

from a medical perspective.

When Will the Fearmongering End? When You Stop Responding

In January 2022, it looked as though the COVID-19 narrative had crumbled past the point of no

return, as many health oTcials and world leaders bnally acknowledged the COVID shots couldn't

end the pandemic and that we had to "learn to live with the virus." Some even started speaking out

against repeated boosters.

I discussed this in "Are We at the End of the Pandemic?" A major driver for that U-turn in the

pandemic narrative was the emergence of the Omicron variant. While incredibly infectious, it

caused only mild cold symptoms in the vast majority of people, leaving natural herd immunity in its

wake.

Alas, newer variants, such as BA.5 and BA.2.75, have all developed ways to circumvent our immune

defenses, including natural immunity, and this unfortunate and largely manmade circumstance now

provides the fearmongerers with fresh fodder.

So, at this point, it seems the pandemic will remain a key justibcation for a "Great Reset" of societal

norms, medicine, bnance, transportation, food and the rest. In my estimation, the only way to

eliminate this "Trojan Horse" justibcation once and for all is for the people of the world to cease

fearing COVID.

As long as the fear of infection persists, it will be used to control and enslave us. In other words, the

pandemic narrative will continue to be used for evil ends until and unless people start fearing

global tyranny more than they fear a case of fever and snihes, and respond accordingly.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,855 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Dr. Mercola, this is the last paragraph in your article. It should be the brst paragraph and reinforced with the rest of an article

supporting this. ~~~ "As long as the fear of infection persists, it will be used to control and enslave us. In other words, the pandemic

narrative will continue to be used for evil ends until and unless people start fearing global tyranny more than they fear a case of fever

and snihes, and respond accordingly."
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Amen, well said. And doesn't it occur to people that if they can succeed in locking down the entire globe, well and sick people

alike, that they will do it again, and again, and again? I do predict the day will come, and soon, that people will not only get tired

of this, but will start to see right through it. Disgust may lead to healthy solutions in the end, even if we don' t like the emotion,

yet the outcome of it can be something good wherever it is peaceable.
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Direct hit bullseye. The fear of infection - or we could say the fear of bll in the blank. Fears dreamed & cooked up leading us

down the wrong paths time and again.
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Juststeve, Otis, "it's the soul afraid of dying that never learns to live". We all know that song, and it is so wise, and so true.
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Amen Mirandola, eyes that only see darkness are also blinded by light.
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It is up to us. And most people I know, if they try they will revolt.
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BA.2, BA.4, BA.5, BA.2.75??? Shouldn't that read "....BS.5, BS.2.75".
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“ Despotism is often the end stage of a tired democracy. Its citizens let slide that eternal vigilance at the cost of their liberty.

They arm only one night watchman to keep guard while they sleep.” (GK Chesterton, 1925). I thank God for at least that one

night watchman - Dr. Mercola. The one four letter word that debnes globalism in common with all the other “isms” of power for

power’s sake: LIES. No use frothing at the mouth over all the unscientibc, illogical and perverse tactics of the globalist maba;

from the common cold to “climate change”, they mandate these tactics, not because they don’t know the consequences, but

because they DO! It’s quite clear that variants are designed to keep the fear mongering alive, until the release of the next lab

engineered, gain of function bioweapon.
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Why BA.5 Is the King of Coronavirus Variants
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

Rapid mutation of the SARS-CoV-2 virus was expected and predicted, as vaccinating against

any highly mutable virus, such as the coronavirus, pressures the virus to adapt. Omicron

initially arose in “fully vaccinated” patients, raising suspicions that the mass vaccination

campaign itself was driving the rapid mutation of the virus

&

One of the latest variants, BA.5 — now believed to be the cause of nearly all COVID infections

— is tied with (and may even surpass) measles in terms of its infectiousness and

transmissibility. That makes it the most infectious of all SARS-CoV-2 variants, and one of the

most infectious viruses known to man

&

Fortunately, it’s also considerably less deadly than the original Wuhan strain&

Even if you’ve had COVID before, got the jab and all your boosters, and even if you have hybrid immunity (meaning you’ve had both past infection and

the COVID jab), chances are you’ll probably catch BA.5, as it seems particularly adept at circumventing all previous defenses

&

The likelihood of reinfection is the fodder fearmongerers needed to reignite calls for COVID restrictions such as lockdowns and stripping people of

their inherent rights and freedoms, and, of course, more boosters

&
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The cabal is fully aware that mass vaccination during a “pandemic” if it ever existed at all, is the way to drive mutations, why

colds and su are not suitable candidates for mass inoculation, but new variants are useful fear mongering vectors. The agenda

is an excuse to re-instate illogical mandates and economic suicide as a preparation for further power grabs. Bright red weather

UK maps during the current heat wave and after two and half years max volume ambulance sirens screaming “Emergency,

emergency” which can be heard 24/7 across the city indicate no let up on fear mongering.

thewhiterose.uk/its-all-about-covid-lies-again
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And right on schedule, MonkeyPox engineered in the Lab?
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Mirandola. I did not know that song but now I do.www.videoclip.bg/.../602505_bette-midler-love-the-rose-love  .

https://youtu.be/aXXqDWsCzuk . On the topic of boosters here is some humour from CommonLawAssent

www.facebook.com/CommonLawAssent/photos/a.121580402944973/575592914210..
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Otis; the only thing that you could be "infected" with, is stupidity! I don't see that happening. I know that I have total immunity

against that. Do you think that the criminals will come up with an mRNA shot for the stupid virus? It does seem to be spreading -

globally!
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Grulla; I put them all under a single heading, which makes them easy to remember - BS!
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HUGE Amen to your comment!!
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Thanks "Randy", I had a good feeling that would appeal to your cynical brand of humor, lol!
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otis - The key words are "fear of infection". Dr. Kary Mullis, who got the Nobel prize in chemistry for inventing the PCR test,

stated publicly that "we all contain everything", meaning, if you look hard enough with the PCR test you will bnd every virus that

exists in each of us. If we are already walking repository's for viruses then it becomes clear that "infection" is not the problem.

Being "infected" does not mean one will get sick. However, your right, in the world of Fauci's new voodoo science of 'how to

manipulate the masses', infection does become a very good way to instill the ultimate control weapon, fear.

www.bitchute.com/.../nN4azLrYoYMQ
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The Stupid Virus will feature a Messenger RNA bioweapon marketed as an I.Q. enhancer. It will be safe and effective at lowering

Intelligence Quotients an average of 12 points. When the boosters come out, the commercials will feature a Sheep bellowing

"Booooost"!
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I'm back. Responding to your well stated and insightful message, Otis, and with thanks to Dr Mercola, I Want to suggest that all

jab side effect victims, all those who lost their jobs, their housing, their family members, their good relationships with family and

friends....unite to sue the media, class action. The media is the primary servant of the whole ring, and is one of the ring leaders.

Don't be discouraged by the fact that Bill Gates funds many of them. Instead, be encouraged: We have great power in mass

numbers, and it is the re-enactment of David vs Goliath. SOmething has to be done, and I state that this is far better than war.

God bless .
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If you haven't read Mattais Desmet's latest book "The Psychology of Totalitarianism" I would recommend it. Here is a quote from

pg 147. "The mechanistic ideology has put more and more individuals into a state of social isolation, unsettled by a lack of

meaning, free-soating anxiety and uneasiness, as well as latent frustration and agression. These conditions led to large-scale

and long-lasting mass formation, and this mass formation in turn led to the emergence of totalitarian state systems."

Something to think about. And slightly O-T maybe an article by Dr. Mercola that is about music and the many musicians and

songs that give so many meanings to life. www.youtube.com/watch
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Otis, age 114, something to reach for if the forecast improves. My daughter lives up the coast from you. Beats the snot out of

SoCal. I'm thanking you a second time for Unchained Melody so beautifully played. The verve and joy makes me think of my

(grand)girls. Also, she did a bne job of Cohen's Hallelujah. Be well !
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Krofter, it's too bad Kary Mullis was taken out. With him out of the way Christian Drosten of Germany was able to promote the

fraud behind the Covid19 PCR testing. Drosten developed a PCR test that with amazing speed produced enough positive tests

results to give legitimization to national governments worldwide to enforce massive restrictions of fundamental rights against

citizens. He insuenced signibcantly far reaching political decisions such as compulsory wearing of masks, suspension of

regular school lessons, and closure of the entire catering industry. Reiner Fuelmich and his Corona Virus Committee were onto

Drosten and his fraud early on and were aware that the PCR test was used in a manner to produce thousands of positive

Covid19 tests leading to where we are today with vaccines, fear, and never ending plandemics.

principia-scientibc.com/christian-drosten-the-fraud-behind-covid-19-p..
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scottcurtis5472gmail.com
Joined On 1/11/2021 4:45:54 AM
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"As long as the fear of infection persists, it will be used to control and enslave us." Put that on a t-shirt
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vassil
Joined On 2/6/2016 4:10:21 PM
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As long as IGNORANCE persists, the fear of infection/diseases will continue and it will be used for control. Ignorance today is

no longer justibable since EVERYBODY holds all human knowledge in their hands. But ignorance is supported by some sad

human traits. As one doctor said, "The easiest and most convenient way for us is to look for the cause of diseases outside of us

- be it a virus, bacteria, or some other external factor. This propensity to conscious self-delusion thus avoiding personal

responsibility and the effort required for change is at the root of the woes of the human race. People want, without taking care

of their health, to always be in shape, if possible, only with the help of some pill"
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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I have a lot on my mind lately, but covid is not front and center. A person cannot be so afraid of dying that they are afraid to live. The

only people I know who have had serious problems are those who got jabbed. Even an unvaxed 85-year old relative and an unvaxed

93-year old neighbor compared covid to nothing worse than a bad cold and a few days of being slowed down. Yet, I see people with

repeated vax and boosters suffering serious adverse reactions. Maybe local zip codes got the toxic batches? (I doubt they would

knowingly be sent to ahuent zip codes.) I am still wondering why I remain so healthy and have not so much as had a cold or su in

many years. Statistically, I am at high risk. However, I am an individual and not a statistic.

I take my vitamin D and other supplements, eat well and have type "O" blood. My attitude is that if I get sick, I will also heal because

that is the natural order of things. So, I am also an optimist--that does no harm, either. I have set aside a basket of covid remedies with

a print out for protocols so that if one person is disabled, someone else can take care of them. I think this whole covid is getting a bit

tedious. I have heard so many lies that I bnd it diTcult to give credibility to the news put out by the alphabet agencies. Maybe I am

wrong, but I seem to be doing well enough on my own and avoiding all the nasty circumstances we were told would befall the unvaxed.

If I am doing something right, there is no point in making changes.
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM
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'I am still wondering why I remain so healthy', your statement is to me the reason why ever more people are questioning the

whole 'philosophy' of disease. To me it makes sense that the body gets 'sick' because it is either poisoned or debcient. If you eat

well, avoid as many toxins as possible i.e. make your own healthcare and beauty products from organic ingredients, avoid toxic

clothing, have minimum EMR in your home, avoid allopathy, use non toxic building and/or decorating materials in your home, air

your house regularly by opening the windows, spend most of your life outdoors and have a positive attitude to life, then you've

answered your question.

The idea that there is a world full of 'nasties' ready to attack and make you sick is actually just a theory and one that suits the

pharmaceutical companies, which is why Pasteur was lionised and funded by them but once you begin to actually look at this

theory in detail - it starts to fall apart. There are toxins in our World that are being unleashed on us everyday in the form of

industrial and agricultural pollutants of all kinds. In effect we are all playing dodgeball with these every day of our lives but it's

what we can do in our own kitchens, gardens and personal space that makes the difference as to whether that toxic load is

going to be so high that we need a detox, which is pharma-speak for illness.

I know no one who died of 'covid' but I know personally several people with jab damage - some life-threatening, furthermore I

know of two thirty-year-old local men with young children who have hanged themselves in despair, one an ex nurse. Better by

far to ignore all the MSM fear 'porn' and do some research into what makes us sick because it's in our own hands to remedy it or

better still prevent it. Covid requires a suspension of disbelief from its worshippers because even as you start to investigate it, it

all begins to fall apart.
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Almond, I live in a wealthy area and right here, I know of one person who went into a three month coma post-jab and had to

learn to walk again, I know of two elder people who died post vax. People here are getting very tired of the ruse, some have

talked about the ever changing stories and how it is hard to know who to trust and what to believe, and many are just plain sick

of it and starting to see through it. I believe the rays of light are shining through the darkened shades (denial), which are now

being opened up, allowing light to come in. When more and more people open up, it will become the hundredth monkey. Here, I

see some people still wearing their masks but most (about 85%) at this point do not.

Life is changing. And if this game keeps on going, maybe people might even begin to see through it. Okay higherups, the "Joke"

is over. Who plays this kind of a "joke" anyway? Violent criminals, that is who. SueCross I fully agree with you that we "Play

dodgeball" with chemical exposures every day and they surely do weaken us. And sometimes I question the truth movement's

narrative about planned depopulation. Then again, having read books and articles about the immune system and how it works, I

really have to believe, based on pure physiology, that the higher ups know just exactly what they are doing.

Given the ingredients, these jabs are a bred-and-born recipe for autoimmune attack, plain and simple.

www.fda.gov/.../download  Based on purest physiology alone, I can no longer believe that these jabs are "experimental". That

just gives the real criminals the purest chance to slide out. This is really not okay. We need to hold them responsible, and when

we as a greater society sugarcoat the truth, we are protecting the evil doers. Again I base my statement on what I best

understand about immune physiology. I am not a physician, but surely am capable of connecting the dots. God bless us all, and

stay close to the light, we need lots of it right now.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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About the only place germs are a consideration is in the operating theater, or if we get a troublesome cut, a bad wound. Other

than that, just simple sanitary protocol like washing our hands, dishes what not. All the Obsessive Compulsive kill the germ

products often make us more prone to sickness or problems. And while we are at it - Gardens Do Not Cause Heart Attacks, they

can make your heart sing!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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This week, a notice on door of a nabor in "senior residence" building: "Please don't knock. I was exposed to covid, but I've tested

negative" Yeah, really. HUH? Must be entrenched mass psychoses... In the CVS drug store across the street, an elderly man

asks the pharmacist: "do you have pcr tests?" the pharma says no, but say where to get them. Sadly, even pharmacists at chain

stores are still hypnotized and slow to catch on...
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Mary990
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Sue12cross, agreed. I think many are simply debcient and I think that something is going on (no clue what) where people are

being poisoned even if they don't get the jab. I suspect the currently accepted theory was a much harder sell when disease

occurred but people did not move around as much as they do today, but it's able to sell solely because people do get around

more frequently now. I suspect many people around each other get it at the same time because they are exposed to the exact

same environmental factors whether it be their food, their air, hand sanitizers, etc and not so much the fact that they were in the

same room as each other.
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don3724
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You are wise to print out protocol ahead of time. I suggest making a daily pill carton labeled with each supplement. The brst 24

hours taking care of my husband was very challenging due to the care he required AND the increase in number of supplements.

He has diabetes. Ultimately he did well with the supplements and ivermectin. One of the website protocols has a full pdf and in

it is a page that lists daily supplements and when to take them. Before I found that and made daily containers- it was hard to

manage. I think it is in FLCCC or American Doctors. Not just protocol but full treatment explanation pdf. That one daily list with

times of day was a lifesaver- it was a lot taking care of him. You can email me through this site if you have questions
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nothingsound
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Agreed. I am sick and tired of it. But at least there are now many many studies saying that masks do not work at all and

probably cause more damage. But yet, but yet,
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agreed
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Ron2004
Joined On 8/19/2008 2:39:06 PM
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re: "A person cannot be so afraid of dying that they are afraid to live." Sure they can and I know at least two people.
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JudyCharl
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Almond, as I read your reply, I thought it was something I could have written. With the exception of our blood types, we seem to

be weathering this nonsense in the same manner. My entire circle of family and friends, except 2, have remained vax free and

have followed supplement protocol from the start of this. The 2 boosted individuals have had multiple bouts of illness while the

rest of us have had minor cold symptoms or been completely virus free. We have never isolated, never masked and have

continued to gather regularly. Anyone who becomes symptomatic immediately begins early treatment protocol. No one has long

Covid, no one had to be hospitalized or even needed a doctor visit. Like you, I feel we are doing “something right” and see no

need to change. #DoNotComply
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mirandola
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Mary990, what you say is absolutely spot on. I read that the USA allows an excess of 300 new UNTESTED chemicals into the

environment each year, whereas the European Union requires that those manufacturing an excess of (1 ton? cant' remember

precisely) per year, must log into a centralized database and issue reports about environmental and health impacts. Interesting

that the governments footing the bill for the medical care of the people, are the most environmentally responsible. In any case,

if people connect the dots, they can glean the idea from the mainstream COVID narrative, that it is those with medical

vulnerabilities and certain age cross sectors who are the most prone to developing severe or life-threatening COVID. For

heaven's sake, if the full spectrum also includes asymptomatic carriers, then the emperor has no clothes! Fear ye, fear ye this

life threatening disease that has no symptoms! Hahaha, so funny I forgot to laugh!

If people are exposed to chemicals routinely, detox is overburdened and immunity is affected, either by suppression or

over-stimulation into autoimmune attack. Then you get more medical vulnerabilities. What we have the power to do, is to reduce

chemical exposure everywhere we can. We surely can not eliminate it, but we can reduce. I choose to eat all organic foods, to

use cleansers and dish soaps, shampoos, etc with the most benign formulas. Detoxibcation becomes more important than it

ever was before our society's chemical addiction began. All this in addition to supporting the immune system with good foods

and supplements....and medications on hand only in case....god bless!
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Ron2004, i can't believe how much of a life people are willing to surrender, for fear of the virus. I read a study in a report by an

MD, bnding that when people have friendship, love and connection in their lives, they have healthier immunity. Doesn't it make

sense? So all of this isolation allegedly to protect us, has another side to the same coin. And how much of a non-life are people

willing to live, anyway? I can understand it when elderly and medically vulnerable people want to protect themselves, but for

Everybody to hunker down just really boggles my mind. Won't the healthy, strong people be stronger if they are mingling, living it

up and happier, anyway? Seems like 2+2 to me.....I am not a doctor, just sharing my deep opinion. THis is all about a non-life.

This is not healthy or even good. In fact, it is destructive, so it seems to me.
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Mirandola, I agree. Although I think a few other factors exist as these things still happen in Europe as well. Past pandemics that

actually did happen all appear to be due to bacteria whether it be the lack of running water or improper sanitation. Regarding the

current state of affairs, I try to go organic, grass fed, etc as much as possible. I also seek to drink lemon water and take epsom

salt/bentonite clay baths once a month for slow, safe methods of detox.  But I tend to think many, while disease is obviously

real, I think it is a bit different than the currently accepted beliefs where maybe it needs to be re-evaluated, but unlikely to occur

as too much money would be lost.
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There is nothing to fear, but fear itself. For 2 1/2 years I went around unmasked, unvaxed etc and then 2 weeks ago I got covid and it

was just like the su. So what. It came it's gone. I'm all better again. It would have been so stupid had I been vaxed for that. I'll never

believe in Big Pharma. I'll always use natural methods for everything. I'm 67 and doctors always ask, so what medications are you

taking. I say nothing. And they look surprised. I guess in this world everybody feels like they need to be medicated. This is how I

thought before covid but now I'm more adamant.
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I'm not jabbed and still to now have not caught this. I am sure I will eventually, as I have the recommended vitamins in the event

I am eventually poisoned by whatever they are doing to everything to cause everyone to get sick. I love Dr. Mercolas articles, but

almost passed on reading this one because of the headline. Not even sure there is even a new variant. It is probably just a

deviation from a computer model they ran and nothing more.
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Apparently; the covid monster is scared to death of me! It won't come anywhere near me.
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The covid monster is polite and courteous to me. It gets out of my way wherever I go.
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Yes, I get the same response from doctors about no medications and so does my 79 year old husband, and my 88 year old

father. One would think that a person educated as a medical doctor would at least be curious enough to ask, " what do you eat?,

do you exercise?, how do you avoid stress?" But no, they just move on. I use to love taking my four children to the pediatrician

for " well-baby" check ups. Everytime they asked me about ear infections, colds, su, fevers, sore throats, and I answered none, I

waited but not once did anyone want to know what I did to prevent. Ah, but yes, they couldn't wait to berate me for not

vaccinating my children. Had to go through four different doctors before I found one who didn't argue with me!
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I would brst have to contract with a doctor for them to ask me what drugs I take (none, never). Not going to contract with one.
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I'm a nurse. It is rare to bnd an adult who isn't on medication for something. When I come across a patient like that I give them a

thumbs up. I will also be amazed at the ones who take 4 pages of meds and can't tell you what some of them do. As part of our

intake, I had to ask if they knew what their meds were for and I'd get a blank stare most of the time. If the doctor prescribes it

they will take it with no questions asked.
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Trikaldarshi, multiples of families and individuals have all told me that when they got the virus, it was mild.....in every single

case! Some attribute it to a mild virus, others to the vax, alas. But if people put two plus two together, they will realize even from

the jumbled mainstream narrative, that it is those with medical vulnerabilities and the elderly who are most prone. So why does

the whole globe continue to scramble and/or be held down in fear?
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BA-5, the games begin......again.
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Arlen1
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Thank You Dr. Mercola for allowing me to use my 1st Amendment rights to say what I think! I'm not popular on this forum or any other

forum/ blog, but I've not been censured/canceled on this forum. Thank you for allowing me to stay on this forum. I promise to be nicer

in the "sand box". Dr. Mercola is the USA!
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I just wanted to share this here. Dr. Malone - inventor of the mRNA tech that was used by Pbzer and Moderna to develop their covid

injections:  "The more DOSES you receive..., the HIGHER your RISK for INFECTIONS, DISEASE and DEATH compared to the

unvaccinated." Video: twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1542865893641912324?s=20&t=WS5AhLnB..
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What bahes me; is why people don't already understand this!
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I gather Dr Malone must be suffering a lot of regrets for the MRNA injectible technology which he invented. It is a live-in

(literally) recipe for extraordinary autoimmune attack, and the powers that be know it. As we all know, Walgreens charted the

infection rates and found that those jabbed are the ones most likely to become infected with COVID. Wow wow, imagine that?

Safe, effective, how do you know when a health authority is lying to you? Because their lips are moving.
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johnpage
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Personaly i have just stopped paying attention to it (covid) i was never much botherd at the start i have a fear of needles so the fact

they injected it put me off straight away but then i notced how sick other people were getting and i was strangly unaffected then i

started to read articles on dr mercola and other sites (eraosight.com) and begune to understand the true killer the vaxx, nowadays

when they say the unvaxxed are killing us i know its a total lie because the only people dying these days are the vaxxed that says it all,

we live in an age where our very own goverments are all bought by a shadowey organisation who basicly want us all dead however

help is at hand with the light forces you may have heard of and belive it or not trump and putin are part of these forces.
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Yup, so have I. I am done with the whole agenda of fear and lies.
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Mary990
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Scary times right now for sure. A person is only going to pay attention to it if they want to. On the other hand, it's extremely hard

to avoid it when you walk around and see all of these people wearing masks.
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Why did you leave out Biden?
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"... and believe it or not, trump and putin are part of these forces." I MIGHT be willing to give Trump the benebt of the doubt if it's

a matter of, "I wish I had known then what I know now", as Trump did not have good health advisors. Trump should have had Dr.

Mercola et al on his staff. And as for Putin, I've always been in favor of Putin/Russia, with his/their peacefully reduced, stable

domestic population, national organic agricultural program (minus Monsanto, who Ukraine relies on), serious interest in a desire

to build an international trade route railroad/highway bridge/tunnel across the Bering Strait to Alaska and Canada, and their fair

sat/gross income tax. But the way Putin is going about decimating people in Ukraine, it out-trumps (no pun) any corona virus

deaths, needlessly giving all Russia's good accomplishments and intentions a bad rap. :-(
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grulla if you want to get your head outa mainstream media re Putin. try UKColumn or Canadian journalist Aaron Mate
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Fear, fear, fear. WEF/Gates/Fauci/Pbzer giggle. Rinse and repeat.
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Randyfast
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Just; could rinsing them in sulfuric acid do the trick? Probably wouldn't even have to repeat!
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RedRavenSounds
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I would add - money money money - these monsters are making INSANE amounts of money stealing from US! MORE money

than ever in HISTORY!  The intent is to suppress voting in November!!!! It could not be more transparent! I for one will NOT be

suppressed. These criminals ARE afraid of we the people. They want the sheep scared. The PEOPLE - the lions don't scare and

we will not be herded. I ride with JC in the the JC MC The Lord leads this ride!! - we will never fear Satan, or his lies or his lying

minions.
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jamNjim
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I don't trust the CDC's data. When have they told us the truth in the last 3 years? According to Walgreens, BA2.12.1 accounts for 31.5%

of all infections and BA.5 accounts for only 5.6%. That BA.5 number has been going down for the last 6 weeks as well as BA.2.12.1.

However BA.2.12.1 is up from last week. Last week it was at 28%, but that was down from 40%. So who is lying? Again, Walgreens has

no reason to lie. They are in the market to sell drugs and vaccines. It would behoove them to tote the narrative, but they appear to be

separating themselves from the main stream.

I'm doing more business there as a result! Here's a link to Walgreens Covid-19 Index:

www.walgreens.com/businesssolutions/covid-19-index.jsp?cjevent=4f24969..  Tab over to page 3 and look up at the right hand

corner. They have all the variants in the order of infectious rate. BA.2.12.1 is at the top. BA.5 is 7th. One might argue that the CDC is

counting all the sub-variants of BA.5 as BA.5, but the math still doesn't work. When you add up all the BA.5 variants and sub-variants

you get 46%, not 60%. The all the BA.2 relatives add up to 37%. So who is lying?
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JamN, they're all lying, all of them-and you know it. Its time to call a spade a spade. Do not cut any of these government

scumbags or their NGOs one ounce of slack. Call them what they are. Stop looking for excuses for them, there is none. They're

all dirty rotten bastards who show NO one, one ounce of sympathy, empathy or compassion, and why? First they want your

money and then your life. Simple enough to make this all come together, right! And remember that that have TRILLIONS to make

it all happen, so the hill is long and steep that we must climb, make no mistake. Hope to see y'all in the trenches!!
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Thank You Walker for pointing out the "Elephant N D Room"
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"it’s also considerably less deadly than the original Wuhan strain." Oh, look; the part that will go ignored. Because why wouldn't it be?

The Covidians learned the brst time around that many people are impervious to facts and incapable of thinking; they simply want to be

told what to do, and if it's to be scared, then they'll be scared. Aside from "the vaccine will protect you," the biggest bill of goods has

been about the danger of the virus itself as it's Ebola, the Black Death, and smallpox rolled into one.

It's been clear from the start which populations are most risk, yet here we are with a push to jab babies and small children despite the

almost statistically insignibcant risk to them. People have had the virus more than once, but convinced themselves that it would have

been worse if not for the shots they had. No one stops to consider that maybe, perhaps, possibly, the vax contributes to a recurrence

of the virus. But that's how religions work and Covidianism is a religion, complete with a priesthood, sin, and puribcation rituals. You

cannot convince a zealot to question the dogma.
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Covidians live in fear and worship a false idol. Their grail is the needle - they have high priests and rituals and unholy writings.

Yay verily I say to you - ye shall own nothing and be of great joy! (the words of high priest unholy of the unholy man - Klaus

Shwabb). Their high bishop Anthony "Ly'n Tony" Falsi tells them - just take this junk man you are gonna be sy'n on the good

feelings.... and lets give it to your kids too! Don't want them to miss out!...." And like any false idol the worshipers have turned

from the light and live in fear and lies and darkness, and worship the needle, in the back alley's of their own minds....

I see them too as junkies, waiting for the next bx to make it all better. The Big-Pharma cartel's supply the "product" The pushers

are the doctors and the shot givers. Their junk, just like heroin is the poison they inject in their veins. It won't be long and they

are going to start getting needle tracks!!!!! The big-pharma cartel is WORSE than Pablo! Senor Escobar never preyed on

children......Like Steppenwolf sang years ago "GD the Pusher" May the Lord lead them back to the light, to love, not live in fear

and stop this madness of their own minds.
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Fearwhen you go out and see all those mask wearers now you know how many live in fear just because the tv tells them to do so.

Steve Deace yesterday had statistics on how many were damaged by the jab. And no statistic will ever be able to give you the real

damage the jab has caused. Election time is coming and the left does not want to lose. They will do anything for mail in and absentee

ballots. Be ready and hold tight to your convictions, Oct / Nov will be a wild ride caused by the left afraid the right will win
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lilmissy, who and where is the "right"? I've been looking for them for years, can't bnd over about 2 or 3 to hitch my wagon too!!

Actually there is no (discernible) right. We've been government educated right out of the right! OH YEAH we have.
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It's depressing to see all the people living in fear. I thought I was stupid.
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Two things occur to me immediately. Firstly, when you say antibodies you are referring to IgG in this context. Since IgA is the brst point

of contact and in those previously infected or meeting it for the brst time but with cross immunity, surely they would take a toll of the

invaders? This is why commonly resp viruses have a tough time causing disease is it not? So if it is more infectious then it is surely in

the vaxxed group whose innate immune system is by now utterly screwed? If previously exposed IgA meets the new variant, based on

it not just seeing the spike as antigenic, but rather the whole capsid, these IgA should be well able to deal with the new threat. So

perhaps its simply that the jabbed have less ability to bght off the virus because their IgG is looking for the wrong antigen and their

innate system is corrupted?
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I think you're spot on. You should post more often!
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Like I said in previous blogs, it will end when PEOPLE STOP GETTING TESTED!
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Am just recovering from BA 5. At 81 years the thing I am most troubled by is no one is or ever will be prosecuted for letting this out of

the lab. Using the very helpful protocol that we prepared for at the beginning helped with recovery. But this is all getting old. I don't go

anywhere but have a 87 year old hyper husband and 52 year old son that do go out a lot. I am not going to hunker down and neither are

they. Thank you to Dr Mercola for keeping us up to date and for Substack.
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B5A and then. . . . There will be more variants and big pharma and the miscreants who pad their pockets, ie medical quacks and

political hacks will be the winners Too bad people did not do their homework in '20 Sad part the majority STILL refuse to do it The

latest that Biden has COVID despite all the juice and 2 booster to boot proves the juice was NOT the magic it claimed to be It was just

a massive windfall for $$$$$$ and CONTROL I am so done
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But why did Fauci get the jab? And he took that new drug Paxlovid which made him sicker when he quit taking it (they say he

quit it too soon).
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"When Will the Fearmongering End? When You Stop Responding" - correction "When WE stop responding" We're all in this together.
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Am I the only one who’s just done with this? I didn’t join the BS-19 sheep club, but I feel I’m now an unwitting member of The World’s

Going to End cult. Appears I’ll have to live on sprouts and the few sparrows I can kill with my slingshot as I don’t own a large “property”

where I can raise chickens and milk my cow.
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I never began "with this". Anything and everything coming from the CDC, WHO, and Big Pharma is propaganda created to

increase their probts. It's all part of the Great Reset.
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I sure see more and more people with facemasks, looking like they have been glued to their faces since the beginning of Time. The

zombies are running berserk. The crowds are beginning to show the marks of sheeple. These zombies are what "the great reset"

"fathers" are looking for . To make them zombies leaders. It's like the Netsix garbage zombie movies. Every 3rd "creation" on Netsix is

on the subject of zombies, and some on subject of virus and pandemics. Is this a new "Hollywood" ?

Makes me vomit when I try to bnd something worth watching on Netsix. Almost impossible. At least in Israel. One "creative" garbage

worse than the other garbage. So like Dr.Mercola says, these endless mutated "variants" are just the a new "mutated" FLU. Usual

precautions needed or as you wish: Colloidal Silver, Grape seed extract, NAC, andrographis, turmeric extract, cayenne pepper,

grapefruit seed extract, Pau D'Arco, D3....etc. Oh yea...Scotch, Irish Whisky, warmed up with Cayenne pepper and honey. That's all you

need, people!
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zinovius What I have witnessed among most of my friends and family over the past year of their being shot up is an increase in

ill health and a decrease in their cognitive abilities. When I am around them their conversations are interspersed with their

inability to bnd certain words during the conversation and I bnd myself blling in the gaps. It is a horrendous feeling that most of

my friends are losing their minds.
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"Is this a new "Hollywood" ?" Apparently - YES! If they're going to brainwash and condition; why not use all the tools at their

disposal?
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I turned all of that c*ap off a long long LONG time ago. The only thing I would want to see is "El Camino" to bnd out what

happened to Jesse Pinkman! LoL!  Have you notice that expression (or lack of it) on the face diaper zombies? Its SO kreepy they

look down and shuhe!!! - there was one of them, that reminded me of the scene in Shaun of the Dead where Shaun and Ed are

stumbling smashed (in the British way) and they see a zombie leaving the pub - not knowing its a zombie - so I went

dubadubaduhdub.... waiting for this face diapered zombie to go .... Uhhhhhhh  Laughter is the antidote to this absurdity.     God

Bless.
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i wasn't really paying attention to much but one thing i did note that i saw more people wearing masks when i went to a

particular store. But now i see why. But the thing that has been trying, i have never gotten sick so much in a short time as this

year (to count it is at 6 potentially 7 but i got over 1 very quickly). So i'm not sure what to make of it, either my body is too

sensitive with all the supplmentation or its all the 'shedding' since i still am out and about.
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Johnno4
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:50:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“A particularly effective technique is to use waves of terror. Under this technique the sowing of fear is staggered with periods of calm,

but each of these periods of calm is followed by the manufacturing of an even more intense spell of fear, and on and on the process

goes.” “Each wave of terrorizing . . . creates its effects more easily  after a breathing spell  than the one that preceded it because

people are still disturbed by their previous experience.” Attributed to Joost Meerloo, The Rape of the Mind.
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The KING,So whats the next big one ,the QUEEN.it`s like the su shot ,too many FLU[virus], to get the PRINCE, of that VIRUS... [THEY]

want to keep we/the/people, in fear.It`s always the next is the killer, ,,bullshitt,Eat good food ,study on what local herbs clean you

out,We are under attack by the poisons used in farming etc/etc. And tell us THEIR,food is better than organic ,like AMISH, FARM

PRODUCE.we the people,have the right to say NO and KNOW,THE DIFFERANCE IN,HEALTHY SELF/HEAL THY SELF...
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canary_ingoldmine
Joined On 12/5/2021 8:19:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It stands to reason that many variants were created in the lab - some more contagious, some more virulent. That way they don't have

to rely on the original to mutate as necessary to drive the agenda. Any time case numbers lag, or our interest wanes, they might simply

release another strain. That seems more likely to me than that these variants are naturally occurring given that the original virus is lab

created.
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ianmac
Joined On 9/10/2007 9:55:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live nearly ten thousand feet up in a community that has never "got sick from the coronavirus". My theory is that if coronavirus

appears, the high radiation kills it. More likely - the people are too poor to keep getting the PCR test so if they are getting

asymptomatic coronavirus, they are never discovering that they are victims of the most dangerous epidemic on earth!
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cobbmom
Joined On 1/23/2022 7:36:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid has hit our household 3 times in the past 10 months, though not all 5 of us got it each time (I believe ivermectin has been helpful

as a preventative for those of us in my household who are willing to take it). We're not vaccinated and are relatively healthy. Prior to

covid, we didn't have colds and su repeatedly in any given year. I have two questions...should we expect to continue to get covid this

frequently going forward? Secondly, is it harmful to keep this virus getting over and over? If the spike protein is toxic and can cause

clots and insammation, then how concerned should I be about us catching this "cold" over and over again?
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wakeupSleep
Joined On 12/23/2020 2:21:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i think those are great questions as i'm in the same boat as you, this year i have been sick at least 6 times. To the extent in

relation to the spike protein being toxic (i believe there are two different types as well) those are valid concerns. i think you can

take certain actions to help detox the body of these proteins. Here is a link to a website that talks about detoxing from spike

proteins and others (i believe the mercola site did reference to this in the past)

worldcouncilforhealth.org/.../spike-protein-detox-guide
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Was just thinking about how everyone rarely blinked an eye when a snihe here and there developed pre 2020. Now it's 24/7 case

counts blitz across media airwaves each and every cold and su season paid for by the taxpayer. Rinse and repeat. What has been done

with the mind of humanity "intentionally" is a legit crime against humanity on this context alone using "our" monies to do it. This will

continue because the very same people who have orchestrated it all are still in place. One would have to a fool thinking it ever

ends...just sayin
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"This scenario was predicted even before the mass injection campaign began, but no one in a position to make decisions paid any

attention.' I, a mere concerned citizen, remember reading Geert Vanden Bossche's warning when it brst came out. Sadly, our "leaders"

did not merely not pay attention, but most likely weren't even aware of the warning. People who were wielding powers that crushed

society, who should have been burning the midnight oil independently investigating COVID like many of us, were instead listening only

to a few known to be corrupt liars like Fauci and Birx.
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rld8356
Joined On 6/7/2015 10:39:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES! Once again, just as I posted above or maybe it's below this, the day I was out of the blue tested for Covid, while

asymptomatic, because of God's Grace on me.... had it not been for the Grace of God, I would've probably gotten vaxxed. We

were in the van going to WM to get something and all of a sudden I heard an interview with Geert Vanden Bossche's warning

(btw, I had NEVER EVEN heard of him before), about not vaccinating in a Pandemic...as a nurse all he was saying made sense! I

had almost signed us up for the vax schedule at WM for 6 A.M. that day too but backed off. They, big tech etc. censored,

suppressed etc. Geert, McCullough, Malone, Zelenko, the FLCCC, and others trying to raise a warning! They, the corrupt, players

in every arena are all responsible in part for all the deaths and severe illnesses and jab side effects and deaths also!
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moxa1man
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:57:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Prevention is easy folks. I used to get 1 or 2 colds a year but recently haven't had so much as a snihe and I had the original Wuhan

strain of the virus. My diet is strictly organic, my water is bltered, and I exercise daily. Even with that I caught the virus so what do I do

now that's different? I spray my nostrils with Xlear and or colloidal silver at 10ppm (completely non toxic), and or ImmuneMist iodine

spray. I do this 3 or 4 times during the day and voila... no colds, su, or covid for me. I also spray my eyes and mouth with the silver. I do

not wear masks even when shopping indoors.
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Xlear and iodine irrigation have been very helpful!
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

moxa1man   Exactly. I have done similar and except for several exposures to those who received these shots, resulting in my

becoming ill from the poisons they are expressing, I have not been ill with anything for over 12 years. It's so true, showing

respect for your body and acquiring knowledge as to what is best for your own personal self and staying as far away from

allopathic medicine and it's pharmaceutical poisons is the best thing anyone can do.
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TimM
Joined On 12/12/2007 4:09:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just got over it. I believe I caught it from a coworker who came to work with it. I am NOT vaccinated, and I never will take that poison

into my body. I was sick for about a week. It started with a sore throat. Then I had a low-grade fever and low back pain. The low back

pain was the worst part as it hurt just to lay in bed. There was nothing I could do to get relief.
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debgessell
Joined On 6/24/2010 11:22:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am 67 unshot and healthy, no meds, no alcohol, resistance exercise, I do IF and eat according to Dr M plan for years. Mine

started feeling like ragweed allergies. Very sinusy burning. No sneezing, no sore throat, no cough. I was out running errands

every day. Day 5 I noticed I couldn’t taste or smell. So I did stick that swab up there and it was positive. I did have night sweats

and a burning sinus headache for a full 10 days and liquid poop for 5 days. But I still managed to do My household chores and

grocery shopping. I rested a lot because I can. Binged several programs. And now I am relieved to be done after waiting for 2

years. My husband brought it back from England and had a sore throat and was up and down with lethargy for 2 weeks (shot

and boosted).

My son (unshot) had su-like symptoms with 100.8 fever for 24 hours. Then back to work 48 hours later. Everyone has different

symptoms. Don’t tell anyone you had C. I have been treated horribly by services like my hair salon and spa whose refuse my

business even 2 weeks later. I have been a loyal customer for 15 years. So, I will be looking elsewhere. I can’t afford them no

anyway. A holes who are still masked and shielded in Texas. It helped having printed protocol and products ready in my c box I

made the past two years. Blessings to you all.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

TimM The same has happened to me on 4 separate occasions; with body and joint pain, headaches, and my IBS out of control.

It is a backlash of having been in contact with those recently jabbed and having their expressions of the poisons emanating

through their mouth, sinuses and skin, that make others ill. It is horrid enough that so many people have fallen for this scam and

are sick because of it, but even worse causing those of us who know the score and refuse to be involved, ill too.
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gem.nurse
Joined On 7/21/2022 4:56:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is this disease new illness called COVID? COVID was a special set of symptoms, none of which were the common cold. So this

BA5 is a mutated corona virus. They cone around all the time and cause the common cold symptoms. Why all the fear porn??
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Without keeping the masses in a constant state of fear; they wouldn't be able to roll out their evil agendas - that's why.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/21/2022 7:50:56 AM
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wendybolt
Joined On 5/19/2022 8:12:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A robust level of Vitamin D3 will prevent the common cold and any covid variant, in my opinion, and per numerous studies to that

effect. Bottom line is TAKE YOUR VITAMIN D!!!
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debgessell
Joined On 6/24/2010 11:22:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I did and I do and upped it to protocol levels the brst 48 hours of symptoms. I sit naked when the sun is out for 10-15 minutes. D

is important.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Research near infrared light. Using this also develops melatonin and d in your system and much more.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vit-D supplements do nothing when taken without a good fatty meal. Which is the ludicrousness of the whole topic of

supplementation. If you eat foods like salmon that contains high amounts of Omega-3 fats and Vit-D your vit-D levels skyrocket

without taking supplements. I get near ZERO sunlight exposure and I take no Vit-D supplements. I'm allergic to Vit-d

supplements actually and my skin is too sensitive to sunlight exposure to go "sun bathe". My vit-D has not been lower than 77 in

7 years! The highest it's been is 89. Before I became allergic to vit-D the highest I ever got my vit-D taking supplements and

getting LOTS of sunlight was 36.

At the time, that was considered normal. I was on a VEGAN diet. Without supplements and moderate sunlight exposure I was in

the low 20's!! I got it up to the low 40's by 1996 without supplements just by ditching the vegan diet for a meat based diet. The

reason I was having my vitamin-D levels checked so much was because I had Metabolic Syndrome. Nearly 100% of people with

Metabolic Syndrome have extremely low vit-D levels. Low vit-D isn't the brst symptom in the disease, but when you have all the

other symptoms with low-vit-D it helps to make the diagnosis. Typically you have astronomical triglycerides, very high

cholesterol, high blood pressure, higher than normal blood sugar, and extreme body fat in the abdominal area.

This sounds a lot like type-2 diabetes or prediabetes and they are all much alike. The difference between the 3 is simple.

Metabolic Syndrome won't quite have high enough fasting blood sugar to be labeled tpye-2, but will still have high enough blood

sugar to be labeled prediabetic. What separates prediabeties from Metabolic Syndrome is A1C and Vit-D scores. The

prediabetic will have A1C in the 6.5-to-7.0 range with low-normal Vit-D levels. The Metabolic Syndrome person will have an A1C

under 6.5 and a vit-D level under 30 and usually under 20. I believe mine was right at 20.
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boldgandydancer
Joined On 2/16/2021 4:58:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right Wendy, And Zinc with Quercetin. A great one two punch. Don't forget Vit C.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

debgessell Yes. I used to take D3, but have returned to working outside each morning for 1 - 2 hours in the sun, and my vitamin

D blood levels maintain themselves between 70 to 90.
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raynetherwood
Joined On 11/17/2020 10:31:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seems as though this might be the way “the common cold” mutated . minus our meddling of course.  I’m still waiting to see the variant

that vaporizes about 5B jabbed souls ..
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that vaporizes about 5B jabbed souls ..
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I recently read an article by Carolyn Hendler about “self spreading vaccines,” otherwise known as “contagious vaccines!” A small

percentage of any given population need be jabbed and the rest is left up to the amazing infectiousness of the GOF corona virus to

resist all previous immunity due to injecting ppl during a pandemic! When they “allow” the “anti vaxxers” to refuse the jabs, no problem,

you’ll be spontaneously inoculated by osmosis from being in proximity to any human being! Annual su shots (mandatory in

healthcare)were the Trojan horse for covid jabs, perpetrated by Fauci, et al. The medical industrial complex and global tyrants are

using medical martial law to accomplish the Great Reset! We must continue to shed light on this diabolical plan and the brst way is to

take out Fauci, the rest will fall like a stack of dominoes!
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Blah blah blah...variants..blah blah blah...pcr test....blah blah blah. That's all that I see when I read these articles now. What variants?

How do "they" test for that? Exactly!
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animal_lover1
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It's all about the money, at least for the Big Pharma companies. I just found out that Pbzer is 50% owned by a Chinese company. And

making the PCR tests too. naomiwolf.substack.com/.../facing-the-beast
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fear tactics galore...just don't believe a word of this fear mongering...fearing things, can make one ill! Just eat healthy (organic) add

some supplements if you feel your food isn't up to par and say no, no, no, NO to all the nonsense they are trying to

implement...population reduction, digital ID's, digital money, meaning your entire wealth (if you have any left as you'll apparently own

nothing) in the hands of our oh so trustworthy bankers! Think about that one! Vaccines every week or so...transhumanism. They've

already got robots doing some care work in the UK.

Lets just keep saying no ways, supporting local producers/farmers, growing as much food locally, which is much saner than importing

over vast distances, we can do that once we've worked out how to cover those distances without causing more pollution, and stick to

your guns, both metaphorically and if you're in the US, physically! The idiotic, control freak plans the so called elite wish to implement

is totally insane, as are the implementers. Let's hold strong to what we know is good for people, animals, insects...all life on earth.

The elite have enough cash to look after themselves, but they certainly do not know how to look after the planets welfare, proof being

where we are now, with pollution and habitat destruction everywhere engendered by their greed and stupidity...yes helped along,

unthinkingly by us, bewitched as we've been by consumerism, advertised by the elite...they should maybe put themselves into

spaceships and go live on mars and let robots work for them there, inject each other if it turns them on etc.; they've proved their

destructiveness and uselessness here.
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There's a balance between not walking in fear and consideration of others. We both still have a BA5 infection and at our age it is no

joke. It is not just a snihe or even su.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM
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"""You maniacs! You blew it up! Ah damn you. God damn you all to hell!""" ~ Charleton Heston. Planet of the Apes.
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gastoncornu1
Joined On 4/15/2022 9:05:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Dr. Mercola, could not quite get what you were pointing out with this article until your closing comment; then I applauded and want

to reenforce it as a colleague. I tried to go into a critical analysis of the published science behind all that is being said about variants

and their different assessments and bla, bla, bla but the world “pseudovirus” kept coming up in relation to everything that was being

tested and that did me in; I gave up. All this is still not making any sense. There is a syndrome affecting the population. We keep trying

to force an ethiology but we keep coming short since pcr is useless and everything after that is speculation and extrapolation based

on assumptions.

The fact remains that whatever is behind this syndrome, and in my opinion it doesn’t really matter, this syndrome remains highly

responsive to adequate, cheap, safe and effective treatment protocols; exactly as it was from the beginning. As you well said, the last

ingredient missing to bring all this nonsense to a screeching halt is to quit believing in this fear mongering, disempower the narrative,

and do all this by simply remembering who we really are. Gaston Cornu Labat, MD
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Consider this... There has often been inadequate testing for disease. Polio was once diagnosed based on symptoms that were

very similar to toxicity. As many as half of polio cases are thought to have been pesticide poisoning based on contemporary

research. What better way to cover up toxic chemical exposures (liability) than declare them a transmissible disease. Does

history repeat?
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent post, doctor; and thank you for using your own critical thinking. "Bla bla bla" keeps coming to my mind as I try to read

these Mercola articles about yet-to-be-proven viruses and their variants. Some of it appears to be written by Pbzer marketing

dept, but the articles always wrap up the way I like: 'bght tyranny at every opportunity'.
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jea1613
Joined On 8/21/2017 7:54:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for this email. What a state of affairs!! You are right about your 10%. Hopefully the percentage will rise after all your help,

hard work and TENACITY!! Much love and thanks to all concerned.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM
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There is real danger in trying to ratchet down the fear by trivializing whatever is driving this 'virus' Some people are getting very sick

and 'long covid" is real and debilitating. I have not taken the shot and I made that decision when the brst rumblings of this basco made

it to my inbox in 12/2019. I knew full well what was coming. However in late November of 2021, fully conbdent that I and my family

had dodged the bullet [ also no shots for them ] my husband came home from work feeling ill.

Being a manager in retail, he had to get tested, but by the time the test came back positive [ yes, I know the tests are fraudulent ] he

was unable to get out of bed. Then 3 days later, I began to become ill as well and then my adult son. For eight days I could not get up

from the couch. I could barely walk , could not take food and drank almost nothing. I was delirious and had a high fever. Everyone was

too sick to even notice, but as my husband improved he realized what was happening and carted me off to the clinic late at night.

I had pneumonia, but no respiratory symptoms at all. I had the covid test, of course, but thankfully by this time, my nose had begun to

bleed and the nurse only took a shallow swab. I was given antibiotics and high doses of decongestants and antihistamines. Later the

next day my husband told me that he had found my son passed out on the kitchen soor around 3 AM the previous morning , laying in a

lake of ginger ale which he had been trying to pour into a glass.

Fast forward 9 months, I am just recovering from severe gastro intestinal insammation, olfactory hallucinations, no taste [ except

metal] extreme fatigue and I lost most of my hair. And to be clear, I run three miles a day [ for 38 years ], am 5'2" 110 lbs and have

excellent labs My only health problem is thyroiditis which after bghting big pharma for 20 years is now optimally treated. There are no

respiratory issues in my family on either side back 3 generations... continued...
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continued... This virus is a bioweapon just like Lyme and genetically driven. When we moved out of the city 30 years ago we all

got bitten by ticks and got Lyme. It took 4 1/2 years on antibiotic for me to be free from symptoms. My husband is still

frequently symptomatic, my oldest was the "10 days of doxycycline" poster child, but my other 2 are permanently disabled. The

same act was staged in both instances. Lyme was easy to treat and all these sick people who can't get well are just malingerers

and crybabies. Now I read comments toward those who have been injured by the shot like, " They got what they deserve." etc.

and to the folks like myself, "they just want to keep living on government money. Covid is just a cold. Get over it." Stop it people.

They destroyed this once great nation from within with division and lies and they are doing it now again. We claim to have the

moral high ground, so let's be better than them. When the 'vaccinated' start dying [ like right now ] some will realize the truth. We

welcome you. People who have lost the most to the lies they have believed often become the most unshakable truth tellers.
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In my area, people seem to be less anxious about Covid. I think as it gets milder there will be less fear. This probably means the

tyrants in charge will have to look for something else to scare people into obedience.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And on top of this is the Epoch Times announcing today that the bank closures in China were/are real.... the Chinese Communist Party

is about to collapse, we will see massive migration.... Panama is collapsing today also and many countries will follow.  This is the

beginning of a good thing, but we will live through hard times.
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reb22656
Joined On 6/10/2016 7:31:17 AM
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“More contagious, but less severe.” Unfortunately, people refuse to hear anything beyond “More contagious.”
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WillieBe
Joined On 8/23/2021 11:23:02 PM
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Everyone I know who took the 2019-2020 su shot, came down with Covid that year.  Funny how the experts failed to ask or document

that one statistic.
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islander129
Joined On 1/17/2017 6:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It does not speak very well for our society that we have become obsessed with the possibility of getting sick with covid-19. We are

surrounded by so many potential causes of serious illness and even death---carcinogens, toxic waste, air pollution, someone else's

negligent driving, food poisoning, and many others---it is downright weird that people have let themselves be stampeded into

obsessing 24/7 about the potential of falling ill with covid-19.  This is not healthy. This is not normal.  Exaggerated fear of and

preoccupation with illness is itself a recognized medical condition: HYPOCHONDRIA. The distortions about covid-19 include its

lethality and its supposed untreatability. Get over it, people!! Covid-19 is very unlikely to kill you. Or your child. If you or your child gets

it, seek treatment or go online to inform yourself about effective treatments.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Spot on. Our biggest health concern today is propaganda.
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jam9139
Joined On 11/5/2018 8:59:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My mother, who is 84 supposedly just got Covid, and it knocked her for a loop. It was not like you all are saying- it has been extremely

diTcult. She did just have pneumonia (after hip surgery) about 5 months ago, so maybe that’s why it took so much out of her. However,

besides a sore throat, it’s basically the same symptoms as pneumonia! How do we know it’s Covid when we can’t trust the pct test?

Thankfully, she didn’t get jabbed as that would have made it worse
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Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM
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But did your elderly mother fall for the medical mabas yearly su or pneumonia jabs? Probably as most elderly are snookered

into this crap, so that why, along with advanced age and hip job, that she was sick.
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Joined On 6/7/2015 10:39:11 AM
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I'd say, have the supplements, like Ivermectin and the others the FLCCC protocol tells you to have, on hand Also they list the

precautions to use to lessen the potential for catching the su, covid any URI. Imho, most people know their bodies and know

when they start NOT feeling well, the sooner you take the protocol supplements as per FLCCC, the better. Your best testing

would be a clinic or other free, hospital-aTliated sites, for the proper test protocols. I wouldn't trust diy kits on your own, nor

CXS-Walgreens, plus the latter 2 take a few days for results, while if infected, the virus is quickly replicating inside you!

Our hospital had sites in various places of the 3 city area we live in, for instance, manned by healthcare workers, incl, ARNP, Dr.

etc. The day I and my sp got tested neither of us was symptomatic, I just wanted to bnally get a baseline test, and date.

Unbelievably my 1st test was negative, but the ARNP said there are a lot of false negatives and wanted me to retest using a

different tech she said was better.

It came back Positive. But for the Grace of God was I there and all happened the way it did. I know it was God directing

everything that day. My sp was negative. I immediately went home and started the Ivermectin, Vit -C-Quercetin-Zinc,

Povidone-Iodine Nasal spray, and the Z-Pack antibiotic, suids, and then scheduled myself for the Monoclonal Infusion, asap, the

next day. Drove over an hour to a site but important. btw, I registered online for the appt.

so all was done. Plus they gave my spouse the Monoclonal due to his exposure to me both free. It wasn't until on the way home

from there, I started feeling the burning type sensation in my throat and upper airways, and I knew it was just going to get

worse, and it did, but thx to starting the meds asap, I was feeling better within about 3-4 days. 2nd day I was coughing up

copious amounts of mucus from deep in my lungs! I could only imagine had I not had the meds! Sp was neg but sym
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I stopped listening to their lies when they brst suggested producing a vaccine.  Look at how  poorly the su vaccines work. You can't

improve on mother nature and you cannot  use a vaccine against a rapidly mutating virus.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A few weeks ago, 6 of my friends all went together and were boosted. A 7th did not go as she was busy at the time. Well, all 6 became

ill with fever, aches and pains, diarrhea, sore throats, congestion, and losing their smell and taste. The 7th person also became ill after

associating with several of the 6. One recently contacted me because recently Candida had reared its ugly head. I sent her several

links in regards to what she needed to do to combat this fungus overload. I also mentioned that intestinal problems are often a

problem after vaccines are given as well as after taking antibiotics, which is a common ingredient in all vaccines.

She understood the implications as to the connection between her illness (vaccine reaction) and the Candida overgrowth. That was a

refreshing change from her past attitude. Another friend, (who had a career in nursing), and I had a great discussion as to her

symptoms of sore throat, exhaustion, and aches and pains not being her contracting COVID, but a reaction to the booster she received.

I sent her a link to adverse reactions to the COVID shots. It boggles my mind that most people do not research these shots, but also

that they can't make the connection from being well one day and ill the next, after being shot up.

The indoctrination is so complete and so many are adamant that everyone receive these shots to ensure everyone is "safe". In any

case, it was refreshing to have gotten through to two of these 7 people, after a couple years of feeling like I was talking to a bunch of

rocks. An eighth friend received a booster over a month ago and suffered terrible Vertigo for weeks. She has fortunately recovered, but

she too, has not been able to see a correlation.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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"loss of smell and taste" are also early signs of dementia, will be interesting if these folks all get dementia later on... caused by

the vax or covid. Another intention.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Happened to be reading this article outlining German Health OTcials reported outcomes: Stunning’: 1 in 5,000 COVID Shots

Caused Serious Side Effects,’ German Health OTcials Admit - -

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/germany-covid-vaccine-side-effects..  - too late for your friends, sorry!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catryna, sounds like you still have lots of friends. Most of mine went south or sent me south as they went north.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM
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Awesome article, nailed it, thank you Dr. Mercola!
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM
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Perfect opportunity for the WEF to take away even more of our freedoms, have us fear something we can not see, and might or might

not harm us, and use it as justibcation to rob us. MMC88121
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jsmccord7
Joined On 2/16/2010 1:16:48 PM
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The invisible boogeyman is their greatest tool for fear and control......do not obey.....!!!!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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I went to the hospital yesterday, was amazed to bnd everyone wearing a mask, I was greeted at the door with a mask to wear

and I loudly said "thank you" but I only carried it around dangling from my hand to my side. I was told 50% of the employees are

out sick.... and I responded "yes, because they always wear a mask!" It's so obvious! A nurse told me she thinks this is

communism, getting us used to following rules, I agreed, but said "it won't stop until we say NO".
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nateanthony
Joined On 10/28/2020 5:57:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BA.4 BA.5.. Baa Baa. More fear mongering for the fake pandemic and Fall season reruns of Covid face masks, lockdowns, and vaccine

mandates for the compliant sheep. FKU. pixels.com/.../nate-anthony
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rrealrose
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Hi Otis and everyone, here's a recent discussion where Dr. Robert Malone explains the latest on where and who is creating the variants.

Suspect many people missed watching this or did not watch long enough to hear this latest reasoning: MALONE, URSO, KORY: “STOP

VACCINATING” - - www.bitchute.com/.../SB2nPQ5tBbdS  - enjoy?? Video is about 35 minutes long.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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The worst thing that you can do during a "pandemic", is to over-vaccinate. The shots (especially the synthetic spike protein) are

creating the 'variants'. Am I wrong?
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susanmerc
Joined On 12/18/2020 5:56:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really liked this interview. Thank you! The immune debcient, as well as the highly vaccinated (unable to respond to omicron

because of repeated immune imprinting for only the spike protein of alpha variant), are cooking pots for escape mutants, not

healthy unjabbed people who can acquire natural robust immunity and have been the ones important for herd immunity. That

was my take. Randyfast did good.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi Randy and Susan, the shots are not working in the elderly and seriously immunocompromised, the same people they are

"trying to protect". By selectively targeting one variant, these people are open to getting any other viral illness, and worse, some

are getting covid over and over again, causing the variants to spawn. In other words, yes, shooting up the immunocompromised

the worse thing you can do, unless you are plan to continuously spawn new variants and keep these people sick with each new

variant. This extends the life and keeps this event going. If preventive and inexpensive interventions had been espoused early

on (re-purposing generics shoots at the achilles heel of big Pharma) this event should have ended a long, long time ago, like

December 2020 - February 2021. This interview outlines the main Agency and Industry capture issues way better than I can....
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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Randyfast, regarding mutations, you and that other doctor, Dr. Geert V.D.B, are thinking alike. Meanwhile I'm wondering whether

the bad guys are still cooking up new "variants" in their labs. Frankly, by now I was expecting people to be dropping like sies on

sidewalks everywhere. I know the insurance actuarial tables are being torqued by increased mortalities and I've stumbled over

rumors of 3 months backlogs for funerals but my guess is so far the death count is not as bad as Dr. Geert predicted several

weeks ago. But reader, please don't mistake that remark as an expression of disappointment.
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Anne.Kirsche
Joined On 4/30/2017 7:27:38 AM
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I have noticed many more people wearing their face diapers lately
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM
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Ann.Kirsche  I have too. Just goes to show that some people are unable to learn or research anything and, they are unable to

see that they continue to be ill while those of us who go maskless and unjabbed, are the ones who remain well.
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM
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Media fear porn. Masses exposed to it.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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The STUPID VIRUS is spreading!
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well Anne, as Forrest Gumps mama always used to say, "Stupid is as Stupid does" - Anyone with eyes to see can see that this is

about prepping to suppress/steal the vote in November.   The only way these murdering thugs can win is to cheat. WE are

watching.  These are the exact tactics of the old Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), and almost all tyrannical regimes.  

I've see the same thing here BTW (the Pacibc Northwest) The face diaper is their holy vestment... HOWEVER when they have

bnished with it, they throw the blthy thing down on the SIDEWALK! You have to walk around them like dog c*ap!!!  These

criminals have managed to turn many people into Howard R. Hughes at his most mind bending germophobic paranoia. God

Bless..... Stay true - the Lord is handling this - we simply have to do our part.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sheeple with no critical thinking skills will follow the brainwashing narrative.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They attacked us, they continue to attack us, and many are up for re-election. If that fails, they try to steal elections, or rule by bat, by

proxy, or by any covert or overt criminal means necessary to further their dystopian utopia. The time to bght back is *always*.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stupid stuff... many consumers are still complaining about shortages of chocolate milk, soft drinks and frozen pizzas. PP priorities.

How much prepped food is enough? I feel at least one year is necessary, but more than 3 years does not make sense unless

vacuum-sealed of nonperishable shelf-stable staples. You will always need fresh or enzyme-rich foods, in addition. At some point, you

must rely on replacing food with what you produce. For long-term storage... Sugar can be useful for food preservation, brewing or

barter (and a few other uses). Stevia is shelf-stable. Honey. Salt. Baking soda. Baking powder. Molasses. Vacuum-sealed foodstuffs

with 25+ year shelf lives.

Several year's worth of heirloom seed with enough to replant if there are crop failures as happened this year in many parts of the

country. Some things in glass bottles: fats/EV olive oil, vinegar, lemon/lime juice (esp. for canning or substitute vinegar). A

well-stocked wine cellar or home brew (hops/herbal beer, etc.). Use the old recipes that do not make you dependent on store bought

chemicals and ingredients. Not everything needs to be store-bought. You can raise corn for grinding. Make your own vinegar and test

for acidity to make sure it is safe for canning. Even a weak vinegar works for salad dressings and baking. Make your own wine.

You can make baking powder from common ingredients. Yeast (or sourdough) for baking. Consider which is more practical for

you--raising ducks or chickens. Expect to do without commercial bakery goods (bread) and convenience foods like canned soup as

time progresses. Processed dairy products such as butter and cheeses. Know how to cook from scratch. A person who has eggs,

poultry (meat), can catch a few bsh and a garden will do ok. Foraging will be a bonus. Realize how many row crops and fruit

trees/berries you will need to get thru a year of meals. Raise herbs. Manual can openers, grain grinders, garage door openers. Not

electric.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Unfortunately, we will not get tree-ripened peaches this year. A lot of tree fruit is a failure. However, for those of you in more

favorable climes, one of our favorites is peach skin jelly. Waste not, want not. I know it contains sugar, but you do not eat the

whole jar at once. When I peel peaches for canning, I place the skins and pits in a bowl of cold lemon water. Stack in as many as

you can keep submerged. Then, strain the liquid and use it to make peach jelly. If you have excess tree fruit, slice and dehydrate

it. Rhubarb, orange, lemon juices as citrus punch. This is the time of year to put up zucchini relish. I usually omit the cornstarch

and tumeric and can pints 20 minutes in a water bath.

Salt and vinegar make water bathing safe. I like to dice carrot, onion, green pepper and zucchini by hand for a better appearance

although you can use a food processor. Hubby says he can do without mayo as long as he has z-relish. Freeze or can the baby

carrots that will not keep as well as the larger ones. They work well in stews if you add them last (because they are already

soft), but drain off and add the liquid for savor while the stew is cooking. Substitute half apple juice and half water when

reconstituting home-dried prunes. Sweeten to taste when water is hot after you bring prunes to a boil. Remove from stove,

cover and wait until cool before refrigerating.

Make prunes before bed and they are ready for breakfast. My homemade apple juice is not as sweet as store bought, so you

may not need sugar with cider, etc. Sometimes, I add a tiny bit of cinnamon to sweeten it when canning. Not enough to actually

taste the cinnamon. Likewise, cook rhubarb in equal parts apple juice and water. I sweeten to taste, when soft, with stevia and a

few drops of vanilla (optional). Things to make with leftovers... soup/stew, stir-fry, casseroles, salad toppers, stuff tortillas, bll

crepes, make veggie burgers, rice&veggies, etc. Mix fruits for a pie, cobbler, etc
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM
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I love your take!
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SylviaSylviaSylvia
Joined On 5/21/2022 9:26:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any ideas of where (Outside of the U.S?) one might consider in an "escape plan"?  Which countries might be safer when the sh** really

hits the fan here, and why?
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You might investigate (southern) Greenland where there is much farming and seafood bshing.

duckduckgo.com/?q=Greenland+agriculture&t=newext&atb=v282-1&am..
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there a common sense quotient? If so, it has to be in the lower digits for all the sheep out there. Line em up! Come get it! You'll just

feel a little sting. Here's a lollipop. Bye now! NEXT!!!!!!!!
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pinklucygirl
Joined On 10/11/2007 5:25:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The fearmongers never stop. Yesterday, they warned New Yorkers of what to do in case of nuclear attack!!! "Stay in your house. Take a

shower. Wait for further instructions from us." LOL! As if that will save you from a hydrogen bomb! It reminded me of the old "duck and

cover" drills we used to do in the 50's and 60's. Beyond ridiculous!!
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The deeper story. secularheretic.substack.com/.../does-the-covid-virus-exist-2
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reread the childhood tale of Chicken Little.
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JerryNowacki
Joined On 1/31/2010 9:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time for Pavlov to light the bery hoops of fear so the virtue signaling vaxxed can roll up their sleeve for yet another jab.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ONLY thing that is spreading/infecting people; is the COVIDIOCY! Total and utter insanity! I've stated many, many times that this

covid psyops will NEVER end. Would anyone care to "Fact Check" that for me?
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Australia, the deaths from the jabs are reported as Covid deaths, and just as frustrating is that reports that "the majority of deaths

and hospitalisations are in the unvaccinated"!!!! Where can I bnd the data that is the actual truth on deaths and cases?
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hellbent
Joined On 8/17/2012 12:44:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you make a FOI - Freedom Of Information request, like here in the UK? The media here is still spewing out the same rubbish

90% deaths unvaxxed, etc.  But the mainstream whinging has proved to be totally inverse to the facts, after FOI requests,

whether it's people dying from so-called Covid, hospitilizations "with" so-called Covid, etc, % of population unjabbed, etc.

Recently, the main TV channel BBC had a "professor" researching why "8%" of the population were unjabbed. OTce of National

Statistics stats show 19 million approx out of 67 million approx pop have not had a single jab. FOI if you can.
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes hellbent, and the “professor” was a mathematician/statistician, no medical qualibcations. Pitting seven regular members of

the public against hand-picked medical and “fact checking” shills. Talk about subtle brainwashing! You will also have noticed

the mathematician slipping in the bit about the dirty Misinformation Dozen? BBC? Bent, Biased, Complicit; Lord Reith must be

spinning in his grave.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's the same here in the USA. Most people getting severe covid-19 and getting hospitalized for it (then dying) get covid-19

within 2 weeks of getting jabbed! By the "new debnition" the WHO and the CDC came up with, you are not fully vaccinated until 2

weeks after the 2nd jab! So for 4 weeks you are in NO MAN'S LAND! I say that because these mRNA shots disable the innate

immune system (supposedly temporarily) in order to get the mRNA into the cells. The innate immune system is the most

important one for bghting off viruses!

T-cells TLR3, 7, & 8 are turned off in order to get the mRNA into the cells. Otherwise, your innate immune system would destroy

the vaccine before it ever got inside your cells. This deregulation remains in effect long enough for the mRNA to program the

cells to produce spike proteins. It takes at least 2 weeks for all this to take place. That's just for the 1st shot. Then you get the

2nd jab and whatever the 1st jab didn't do, the 2nd jab does! It completely wipes out your innate immune system!

That's when most people catch Covid-19. If the 2nd jab didn't get you the 3rd and 4th boosters will. Since you're not considered

fully vaccinated until 2 weeks after the shot you are counted as an unvaccinated covid-19 death if you die within 2 weeks of the

2nd shot. Here's the beauty of their scam. If you die from some weird disease, cancer, or heart attack after the 2 weeks is up

they can't blame the vaccine. Most adverse reactions to vaccines that get reported are those that occur within 48 hours.

If something happens after 2 weeks that kills you they will not link that death to the mRNA jabs! So most of the deaths being

caused by the mRNA jabs get labeled as Covid-19 or "other". Debora Birx all but admitted the covid-19 deaths were most false

in here new book. Dr. Marty Makary of Johns Hopkins University interviewed on Fox News after reading Birx's books even

admitted to this. The most alarming part is the USA is STILL DOING THIS! TOTAL FRAUD!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Liberty 11, You can't and you won't.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you understood the game; you wouldn't even have to ask such a question.
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karlspid
Joined On 6/16/2008 5:09:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim i believe it was Dolores Cahill that stated Toll like receptors 7 and 8 are permanently disabled
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.theguardian.com/australia-news/live/2022/jul/21/australia-news-liv..  antas-domestic-violence-emissions-target-labor .....

and .... you'll love this map! www.theguardian.com/world/2021/dec/01/covid-world-map-which-countries-..
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Liberty11 - here is some recent data...www.anhinternational.org/news/why-it-s-fast-becoming-a-pandemic-of-the..
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Trikaldarshi
Joined On 6/12/2021 5:01:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In life some people live and others die young, but at some point everybody dies. Some get rich and others lose all their money. There

are ups and downs. Sometimes it's easy to see why things happen and at other times you can't bgure it out. There is a law, as sure as

the law of gravity that covers the physical world. This law is called the law of karma, the law of cause and effect. You must never look

at anyone's circumstance and judge it because you can't. Some have only been here for one birth and others for many births. The

consequence of actions can come back immediately or after lifetimes. That's why you see some people winning lottery tickets and

others losing everything.

It's got nothing to do with God. Religion unfortunately mixes God and karma, and people like to judge others. I'm saying all this to say

that, along with keeping your body healthy, or not, the reason why some people get extremely sick and die while others don't, (from

covid, or any other disease) is simply the law of karma. Sometimes you'll see a 100 year old person who has smoked all his life and

he's still healthy. It's because in his previous birth he took good care of his health. We all have karmic accounts for our good or bad

actions that have to come back to us.

It's like there are two lists. Each time I perform an action that uplifted me or someone else I get a check mark on the positive list. When

I perform an action that disturbs me or someone else I get a mark on the negative list. I have to receive the return of my own actions.

This law is 100% accurate. And God does not interfere. God is not punishing anyone. Our own actions punish us. Some people knew

not to take the vaccine. I would never have taken the vaccine. I just felt that there was something very bshy about the whole thing. This

is the law of karma.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trika-Interesting that you don’t attribute anything such as good fortune (blessings) or repercussions to God, yet attribute it to

some eastern metaphysical hocus pocus you call Karma. Karma has become your little “g” god.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No law of gravity, just a weak hypothesis. Density and buoyancy, however, are proven facts.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trika... love every word of your post... you've laid out the God Karma idea quite well..... I also said right from the start that the

covid story smelled like rotten bsh. However, I am going to keep hoping that the law of consequence of actions will come back

immediately.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read my comment above. Karma didn't work in my case. Karma is just another false, works based mindset that will send you to

hell. Jesus was God on earth. Holy, Perfect and Eternal and you know how that story went.
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rld8356
Joined On 6/7/2015 10:39:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trika- - (& all) Try this site out keeping an OPEN, not closed mind, and see what you think. You can ask as many questions as

you like, all will be answered with factual answers. Share the site and all you bnd with all your friends et al, time is an unknown

factor remember. I brst found it on Twitter of all places: Is There A God? www.gotquestions.org/is-there-a-God.html  What is

your view on end times Bible prophecy? www.gotquestions.blog/end-times-Bible-prophecy.html  Questions About The End

Times. www.gotquestions.org/questions_end-times.html  I hope everyone checks this site out, no harm, no foul either way as

the saying goes. All we have to fear is fear itself... :)
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gardenmad
Joined On 2/8/2007 12:29:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not sure about all these so-called variants. Seeing that not one lab or person has successfully isolated the so-called virus from a living

person. All FOIA requests to relevant authorities say they do not and have not isolated the virus to date. So if they have not isolated it

according to Koch's postulates then how do they get a variant? Me thinks this is entirely a synthetic computer driven model and has no

relevance to actual viral loads. All these PCR tests are bogus and probably the RATs test as well. I hear people being told they have

covid when in fact they have a bad cold.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think that you summed that up - perfectly! Some phantom virus, is the least of humanity's worries!
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Tallulah2
Joined On 4/29/2008 10:08:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The fear will end when people like you stop feeding the beast. There are no new pathogens out there. Deadly or otherwise and you

know it! You know full well that these are computer generated models. Get on the right side of history. What we are seeing are people

dead, dying, or sick from the bio weapon.
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ScanKat
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There are no contagions. They have NOT been able to intentionally infect one animal or person. It's the terrain and they are destroying

it with these endless shots. DETOX. There are many protocols out there now. All fairly similar and all work. Stop taking poison and your

body can heal. THERE IS NO ISOLATED VIRUS. https://viroliegy.com  If we let them continue this scientibc fraud society will be

destroyed forever. We must be brave and stand up for freedom. Many are against shots for many reasons but until we drill down to the

truth of contagion theory we will be enslaved. Dr. Tom Cowan is putting down a challenge to the virology world. Will see.
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Armed men and woman forcing tyrants at gunpoint to submit to the will of the people- 25 of 1000 with just a 1500 buffer would end

the madness aka infringement of constitutional rights- Anything short of gunpoint and they will never default on THEIR debt, doubling

down all the way to the bottom of the pit holding false prophet and...
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Boo, thumbs down! IT is violence that is the brst thing to discredit a movement. Don't we know that by now? Sueing class action

will be much more effective. If you can't sue BigPharma, sue the individuals, the doctors, the phlebotomists, the labs, everybody!

ANd sue the Feds who unconstitutionally legalized gag orders, called legal immunity, it is bogus nonsense, unconstituitonal on

its face! This has to be overturned.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry, but lawsuits only make lawyers richer. The Just Us system is a joke and a farce. This is the hill to die on and you are

worried about discrediting a movement? Get real. Sue, sue, sue. People will probably be dead before the cases are "heard". The

only justice remaining is frontier justice. People need to hang.
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Well from MyMountainLabourotories , owned and operated my Me , have come to this conclusion...MOST autoimmune type of

"disease" are exasperated by electribcation,a well proven known fact.. proven decades ago excessive X-rays cause cancers..but when

one is diagnosed with cancer what do they do? massive Xrays and Electronic Radiation....does this rally make any sence?? Kinda like

tossing someone a brick when they are drowning ......BUT......'Proven medical advances' .........
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But......the Medical Scammers are so well ingrained in society , no one questions their 'Authority'.....seems that 'Da Medical

Gods' rule over all....and what a 'Medical Doctor" who specializes in a particular beld , is 'THE Authority' .......I think NOT.... And

Dr Mercola is NOT in this group.......along with several other Drs..like Paul Saladino ...and a few others...whom I have researched

extensively...so well I have bought $ thousands of their products :)...
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I'm not convinced we aren't being played by the virus game. I believe Luc Montagnier's, Mikovits', Ruscetti's works are true and

accurate, but virology as presented to us by Bill Gates controlled scientists and governments is based upon half truths and fraud. What

Mikovits has presented makes sense. It makes sense that injecting animal biological components into humans would make them sick.

It aligns with James Lyons-Weillers COVID and Pathogenic Priming paper. These things make sense. James identibes the

immunogenic peptides from SARS CoV-2 that are in close homology to humans as being problematic for causing autoimmune attacks

against self.

But the so-called isolations as presented to us don't pass scientibc muster. Here are some good arguments to ponder.

dailyexpose.uk/.../new-study-proves-covid-is-a-fraud  It makes sense that if the COVID shots are causing people to produce these

foreign peptides that they could trigger autoimmune responses. But it also makes sense that something else is going on with these

jabs. Many vials have been examined and found to be lacking in biological life, but full of graphene and carbon(Dr. Nagase, Robert

Young). There' a lot of research on Graphene, reduced graphene and nanocircuitry responding to frequencies in the 5g range.

COVID(2019-2020) could have been a combination of graphene and 5g activation. La Quinta Columna found graphene in su shots,

saline solutions, and meat. How long have they been seeding us with it? Was it a coincidence when China powered up a complete set

of 5g towers in Wuhan when the so-called COVID outbreak occurred? I recall news stories of the Chinese citizens linking the illness to

these towers, and setting them on bre. I can't seem to bnd that news sash now, has it been memory holed? I heard New York Cities

Hospitals had 5g networks. They were one of the U.S. top hot spots for COVID.
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It's interesting that you mentioned the su shot. I am a nurse who was allowed a religious exemption for the su shot for the brst

6 years that I worked there. Then in the fall before Covid, the hospital changed the exemption form. Now instead of checking a

box and having that be the end of the matter, you had to basically write an essay explaining why getting the shot violates your

beliefs. Within 2 hours of handing in the form, they denied it with no explanation. I found the timing odd and still do. It makes

me wonder how much my employer knew.
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Also - has anyone noticed that these purveyors of toxic junk NEVER say anything at all about proper sleep, exercise, food, stress

reduction, immune health (The LORD (Not big murdering pharma, gave us a miraculous immune system)) None of It is EVER

mentioned. As to RF (non-ionizing radiation) contamination, and as an electrical engineer (with an emphasis in RF and radar)

BSEE, class of 1974 - and having dealt with and exposed to signibcant amounts of RF from high powered radar, people living in

RF soup is VERY concerning. And so is the increased conductivity of blood and body through the introduction of conductive

graphene particles. That said - more that the increased beld density from 24 GHz (5G) transmitters, is the CLOSE PROXIMITY to

ALL frequencies of RF non-ionizing radiation.

People carry their transceiver "phone" in their pocket, or other areas close to their bodies. AND worse they use "wireless" Blue

tooth devices stuck right in their EARS impinging on the blood brain barrier. No one thinks twice about that! - and NO ONE is

told! Apparently people think its a toad or small dwarf living inside that makes it work... Blue tooth operates at 2.4 GHz - no one

thinks twice about it. Radiation from these devices (including the actual transmitters) decays at the square of the distance (the

inverse square law) - But BT devices pump right into your brain, IF you are using wireless ear plugs.

I am not saying the millimeter wave frequencies aren't bad 24GHz is bad for a body, ill equipped to deal with this radiation - BUT

sticking blu-tooth ear plugs DIRECTLY into your ears? Think about that. Carrying your transceiver (phone) in close proximity to

your person - REGARDLESS of frequency is BAD! STOP IT! That is a transceiver - not a telephone! The thing with "5G" is that at

24GHz it can't penetrate very well and thus they have to increase the Pout from the xmtr. I give my "phone" a wide berth. God

Bless.
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Time to break-out the nebulizer and mix up some saline. Just my perception but it now seems we may never be free of these variants

until the required number of humans are dead. "They" probably have a "vaccine" or antidote to these variants in a lab in Wuhan to be

dispensed once the proper kill-off has been achieved. Just musing.
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And get on Doctor Zelenko's Z-Stack. Dr. Zelenko passed recently from his many year battle with cancer, but his care and love go

on. Get Z-Stack.
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"Immune evading ability"....what a ridiculous statement! Viruses do not "evade" anything...they are virtually inert until they replicate.

This is a disingenuous way of saying there is ZERO immunity conferred by the vaccine.
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Infectious and virus don’t go together - a virus is a protein solvent that dissolves dead and damaged matter in the body. Viruses are not

alive and don’t sy. It is impossible for them to transfer person to person.  Viruses are used by the body to clean up toxic debris and are

regulated by antibodies. I have learned all this from Jeff Green at virusesarenotcontagious.com The whole area of virology and germ

cell theory is corrupted science.
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This just in and O-T but worth celebrating. My small eclectic town in Northern California now has the oldest person in California. Edie

Ceccrelli has lived here for her entire life of 114 years. She is the second oldest person living in the United States and seventh oldest in

the world according to the Gerontology Research Group. Article from February 10th celebrating her 114th.

willitsweekly.com/.../WillitsWeekly_02102022_APages.pdf
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Right on Otis. I thought the same thing!
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EXACTLY
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so??? WHY IS NO ONE IN JAIL FOR THIS 'MANUFACTURED' DISEASE??? WHY????
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If I remember my high school Freshman Biology class; mutations in viruses never get worse; they do become more contagious. So is

this virus outside the box that this article sates that Ba.5 could be worse than omicron. Have I missed something? And the only way

they can use fear is if we succumb to fear again. Do not.
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According to Walgreens-Covid-19-Index, 99% of the variants in circulation right now and for the past 5 months are Omicron.

Both BA.2.12.1 and BA.5 are Omicron
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Perhaps in a "normal" situation, viruses mutate at a much slower pace without extreme environmental pressure, (eg. such as

being exerted by mass population vaccination within the bounds of a pandemic) it might be true that they mutate towards some

sort of equilibrium with the "hosts' so that the hosts don't die off and the viruses continue multiplying and spreading., albeit

attenuated. However, add in that extra pressure as has been done in large populations with the so called vaccines, and the story

seems to change.

Understanding the difference might be beyond my uneducated abilities, it's pretty complicated stuff. If per chance you'd like to

see if you can understand a different perspective (theory?) try out Geert Vanden Bossche, as he's been very outspoken about

how and why what's been done is playing with bre, and where, in his opinion, based upon his educated understanding, this could

all go, and soon. I don't believe he is a fear monger, I think he's just a very frustrated scientist who is has tried to be heard and

now believes that there are a lot of very stupid people running the show.

www.voiceforscienceandsolidarity.org/videos-and-interviews/geert-vande..  I also recommend the video he has where he's in

conversation with evolutionary biologist Bret Weinstein

www.voiceforscienceandsolidarity.org/videos-and-interviews/a-tale-of-c..
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A more accurate identibcation would be the Baaaaa 5 or Baaaaa 2.75. I see the “virus” terminology is Never going away, even though

there is no proof. What is wrong with you medical people?! Here’s your clue, and it’s gettimg so old to me at this point. “V” is for

Venom.
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You have told us what no to do. (get jabbed). So what should we do? Is ivermectin the brst choice?? or hydroxychloroquine???
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JohnHasse  From my own point of view, I wouldn't touch any of their pharmaceuticals at this point. I have used Homeopathics

and herbal treatments for several family members and friends, who have been ill over the past 2.5 years, with success and with

not ramibcations.
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I go into a hospital everyday to pick up work then bring it to a busy internal medicine practice to complete the work. I have not

gotten sick and and haven't missed any work the entire pandemic. I credit taking daily Quercetin since February 2020. Here is

one article I initially read from Dr. Mercola... takecontrol.substack.com/.../quercetin-improves-covid-outcomes
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drzelenkonews.com/zstack-protocol
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Both are effective & safe. You don’t need to worry about either because neither were discovered/created in the USA. Ivermectin

(IVM) was developed in Japan & is in the Avermectin (AVN) family. AVN comes from organic materials fermenting in the soil in

one tiny section of Japan. They learned to isolate & culture it. There’s about 5 different varieties of AVN depending on the

organic matter being fermented. IVM is one of them. They used it as an antiparasitic in the 1970’s. By the 1980’s the FDA

approved it. Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) is almost as old as the USA. It’s basically a derivative of Quinine. To go to its true roots

you have to go back all the way to the 1500’s through the early 1600’s where the indigenous people of Peru were making a

home-remedy from tree bark to treat chills and fever.

By the mid 1600’s, the Europeans took this back to Europe to be used for the same purposes and for MALARIA! Probably Peru’s

illnesses this remedy was curing was malaria. By 1820, the active substance in this remedy was isolated and named Quinine. By

the early 1900’s, Germany was looking for an alternative to Quinine and developed a synthetic version of the same thing and

called it Chloroquine in 1934. The USA didn’t acquire this drug until the world wars. In the 1940’s the USA gathered samples of

this drug and sent them back to the homeland to be tested.

By 1947 Chloroquine was approved for treating US citizens. HCQ is just a slightly modibed version of Chloroquine. By the 1950’s

there were Chloroquine resistant malaria spreading around so the USA developed HCQ. HCQ is supposedly a more effective

treatment for malaria and supposedly has fewer side effects. That’s where the confusion is. Fauci declared Chloroquine a

“MIRACLE CURE FOR CORONAVIRUSES” in 2005 when SARS was going around. Then in 2020 HCQ gets promoted as a C19

treatment based on his 2005 testimony. He claims he never said that. Technically he didn’t. He promoted Chloroquine, not HCQ.

They are the same drug.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Good morning. This is PRECISELY what Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche and orher doctors with integrity said would occur. Its what happens

when you put immune pressure on a virus critter. Take your Dr. Zelenko's Z-Stack! Be sure and check out "The Highwire" with Del

Bigtree as well. God Bless
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM
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Has there actually been isolation of this virus as well as debnitive tests for all the variants?
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM
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And how do you test for the latest variants, BA.5? Surely not the CPR test.
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MariaCollison
Joined On 5/15/2011 8:28:04 AM
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Hi all, I have not received any vaccinations and because of reading a message on this site around 7 years ago I came to know Jesus as

Lord and Saviour. Yes the Great Reset has already begun and whether you believe in God or not his wrath in coming on an unbelieving

and wicked world. I read the Bible for the brst time 7 years ago and gave my life to Jesus. There is still time to repent and turn back as

God does not want anyone to perish and spend eternity in hell. I have been so blessed since I made my decision. Nothing easy about

being a true christian but I know whos face I will see when I die. If you wish to know exactly what is going on in the world please listen

to “The Great Reset” by Keith Malcolmson at Limerick City Church. If this message reaches even one person it was worth writing. God

bless you all. Love Maria
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harmonynaturgirl
Joined On 7/1/2012 2:09:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a lovely testimony for how you came to receive the gospel! Jesus, our hope in troubled times. He already knows the

beginning and the end of all things and has promised never to leave us or forsake us. He doesn’t promise us that troubles won’t

come, in fact, He tells us that they debnitely will. But instead says “when you go through the waters, I will be with you”. God

bless you and if anyone is reading this message who doesn’t have the assurance of knowing the comfort of faith in Jesus, I pray

that you will bnd that comfort and hope. God bless you all.
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Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Maria Sometimes I think that even this opposition to the shot and all the conversation about how we can 'bring these

monsters to justice" is another distraction from the Gospel. The last Judgement Seat is the one we need to be living for. No

punishment in this life could compare to eternity in hell bre and anyway God has it taken care of already.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OK, OK, how can a virus that hasn't been proven to exist, according to Kosh's Postulates, be anything but a criminal lie...... A

fraud......someone help me out here...!!! What am I missing...is this covid a real thing or a myth?? What say you all?? I haven't been sick

with anything these 2+ years ....what is going around....??? f ear??, Mental lazyness???  Hmm, me thinks people have been Hypnotised

through the television and social media, which has been known from about since1947. (Did you knw this) Welcome to your prison

world.
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AnthonyHalifax
Joined On 6/19/2022 1:28:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Depopulation Jab Covid 1984 is just the Flu re-branded so that the Evil Luciferian FreeMasons New World Order can murder the

masses for the Depopulation Agenda! Jacques Attali, 1981, then adviser to Franois Mitterrand wrote this: "In the future it will be

a question of bnding a way to reduce the population. We will start with the old, because as soon as he exceeds 60-65 years man

lives longer than it produces and it costs society dearly. Then the weak and then the useless ones who bring nothing to society

because there will be more and more of them, and especially bnally the most stupid. Euthanasia targeting these groups;

euthanasia will have to be an essential instrument of our future societies, in any case.

We will of course not be able to execute people or make camps. We will get rid of it by making them believe that it is for their

good. Too large a population, and for the most part unnecessary, is something economically too expensive. Socially, it is also

much better for the human machine to come to an abrupt halt rather than gradually deteriorating. We won't be able to pass

intelligence tests on millions and millions of people, you can imagine! We will bnd something or cause it, a pandemic that

targets certain people, a real economic crisis or not, a virus that will affect the old or the big, it doesn't matter, the weak will

succumb to it, the fearful and the stupid will believe it and ask to be treated.

We will have taken care to have planned the treatment, a treatment that will be the solution. The selection of idiots will thus be

done on its own: they will go to the slaughterhouse on their own. " [The future of life - Jacques Attali, 1981] Interviews with

Michel Salomon, collection Faces of the future, editions Seghers. The link has been censored by Big Brother!

qall5ictanzobw2zo3nex6zc7u-ac5fdsxevxq4s5y-forumactif.translate.goog/t..
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Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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AnthonyHalifax,   I haven't read this yet  straight2point.info/the-1981-michel-salomon-jacques-attali-interview/   here are 3 links

greennews.dk/.../The_future_of_life.pdf   with content large and small  

www.changeexchangehealth.com/post/the-future-will-be-about-bnding-a-w..
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Leahoz, where do I begin? Germ theory is false. Terrain is reality. People are quite unhealthy and ill through horrible diet,

genetically modibed frankenfoods, processed foods, toxins like glyphosate, chemtrails now contain graphene oxide, 5G, toxic

prescription drugs, masking/ lack of oxygen, isolation, lack of sunlight/ vitamin D, lack of sleep/ regeneration, lack of nutrients,

lack of exercise, depression, fear, bioweapon jabs, shedding of spike proteins onto others. On and on and on. Everyone feel free

to add to the list.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz.... oh, it's real, Fauci created it in a lab in the USA, then he took it to China to further study and do "gain of function" tests

on it, where it escaped. Fauci even took the other creation, the jab, that's how smart he is!
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cwc0000
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:41 PM
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Isn't it fearmongering to say "less deadly than the original virus"... when the original virus was compared to a su season?
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StephanieChaney
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:21:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are we even discussing 'variants' when the virus supposedly has yet to even be isolated. Sounds like we're back to dealing with an

endemic su.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM
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I’ve ranted forever about this, with no change in their belief systems or to even contemplate an alternative narrative. No

discussion whatsoever.
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020202
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It has been isolated. But they won't expose what they found because they also found Fauci's bngerprints! (his method of

operation)
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Harry6454
Joined On 7/4/2021 11:09:18 AM
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While I appreciate the contribution against tyranny, this article could use some rewriting. It's very repitative.
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brianallen1
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So is the covid scam. Repetition penetrates a dull mind.
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DawnieR
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I'm surprised at you, Dr. Mercola......pushing the 'variant' BS!! There are NO 'variants'. Those getting ill, are those who have been

INJECTED WITH THE mRNA BIO-WEAPON(S). Cause & Effect! It's the INJECTED/INFECTED (with the Bio-weapon) body breaking down

(and DYING). For those who are NOT Injected with the Bio-weapon, who are getting sick......THESE individuals, in some way, CAME IN

CONTACT with the SHEDDING/INJECTED individual(s). WHY don't people understand, yet......that a HUMAN (NON BIO-WEAPON

INJECTED) CANNOT come IN CONTACT with the BODILY FLUIDS of those who HAVE BEEN INJECTED WITH the mRNA

BIO-WEAPON(S)?!?!?!?!?!?!

NO SWEAT! NO SPIT (KISSING)!! NO "SEX FLUIDS'!!!! If a NON INJECTED individual DOES come in contact......it is now as if YOU, TOO,

HAVE BEEN INJECTED WITH THE BIO-WEAPON!!!! THIS is NOT A 'VARIANT'!!!!!!!!!!! It's CONTAMINATION! You NOW have the

BIO-WEAPON, coursing through your body.....changing your genetic make up.......now KILLING YOU!

THIS is NOT a 'VARIANT'! Just like Fraud-Fauci's A.I.D.S. BIO-WEAPON.......STAY AWAY FROM the 'INFECTEDS' BODILY FLUIDS!! People

have gone back to 'life as usual'. WRONG!!! STAY AWAY from those who have been INJECTED with BIO-WEAPONS! Even those who

haven't gotten INJECTED.....have THEY been in contact with the INFECTED BODILY FLUIDS?? I will NOT KISS or have SEX with

ANYONE, from this point (since this all began!) on!! I WILL REMAIN HUMAN!! (and ALIVE!)
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deemark
Joined On 5/25/2021 3:38:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Still don't understand how you can have a 'variant' of something that's never been proven to exist. There is no 'covid-19'. As below, it's a

cold - ah, that's caused by a corona virus (if you still believe in viruses).
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boldgandydancer
Joined On 2/16/2021 4:58:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The disease is the spike protean.
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KevinJKumbalek
Joined On 6/19/2006 4:41:07 AM
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At the end of this article you mention fear mongering. This "new" "variant" is what I believe has been called the Ninja. The way your

article is written it seems like the fear mongering is coming from your site too. Just an observation. Why don't you discuss how

ridiculous all of this is? Doc, most of your stuff is very informative but sometimes they are kind of irritating...like now. Thanks for

listening. I just have to laugh. Kevin
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